Install Modern Steam Table Salad Counter
In Walker Cafeteria

ANNOUNCE FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS FOR MAIN DINING ROOM

Fresh Salads and Sandwiches Will Become As Result of Innovation

WARMER FOOD EXPECTED

ANNOUNCING that plans have been finalized for manufacturing into the Walker Cafeteria, Director of Dining Surveys Albert W. Bridges yesterday described what these innovations would be.

"Bridges is the first chapter in what will be a much more powerful and modern system of the Walker Cafeteria," said Bridges.

By the management will install a novel type of modern steam trench in the kitchen. Bridges is confident that they will be able to supply enough steam in time to service and prate warm food.

A special section of this table will be reserved for vegetable dishes, forming two distinct dinner lines. Besides being more convenient for customers and waiters, it would increase the long line of waiting time during each dinner hour.

In addition to this change, there will be introduced into the whirlpools and other department, the salad and sandwich counter. Nextyear salads will be prepared before mealtime and allowed to stand while more_Jfi not yet consumed. With this new system, they will increase the supply of fresh salads and sandwiches.

It will also be possible for the Walker cafeteria to serve a hot dish with the dinner or, under the right circumstances, a salad and sandwiches will be available. It will also be possible for the Walker cafeteria to serve a hot dish with the dinner or, under the right circumstances, a salad and sandwiches will be available.

First Formal Dornal Comes Friday Night
In Walker Memorial

Jack Marshard Furnishes Tunes As Prom Committee For Big Event

With the engagement of Jack Marshard, the orchestra with arrangements completed for open house, the first Dornal Formal of the year, planned Friday night at the N.B.A. Hall of the Walker Memorial, gives promise to be the biggest dance of the fall. Open house parties have been announced for 7 to 10 o’clock to accommodate all students and guests of the Walker Memorial, which will last from 9 to 2 o’clock.

Are your canoe cranial constitution? It is not necessary that you furnish yourself with the patent of a cranial constitution, as you may be able to obtain the same for less than the price of the Walker Memorial, and the only one to make the difference out of your dollar and a half.

Therefore, if you possess an rational constitution, you need not have a cranial constitution in order to be a good and respectable person.

Jack Marshard who at one time was an orchestra of the Comedy Club is one of the most popular members of the Walker Memorial and the best known artist in the Walker Memorial. He is the only member of the Walker Memorial who is known to be a competent performer. He has been engaged in various competitions and has won several prizes. He is the only member of the Walker Memorial who is known to be a competent performer. He has been engaged in various competitions and has won several prizes.
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